
 

Time Traveller 
 

A game of travel and adventure in history! 

 

The Idea: Travel through time and recover fragments of ancient wisdom. Use these 

fragments to try to answer some of the questions of the modern world. 

 

Objective: Experience the key points of world history, collecting coloured fragments for 

each experience, and use these fragments to solve puzzles on your return to the modern 

world. 

 

To Start: Each player collects a coloured time machine and places it on the Start circle on 

page 1 of the history. 

 

To Play: The youngest player goes first. Roll the dice and move the marked number of 

spaces. You can move forwards and backwards in time (except for Map 1, prehistoric Earth) 

and space to try to land on the key dates of history. 

 

When you land on a key date, experience the events of that time and collect a fragment of 

that colour. 

 

Yellow spaces mark jumps in the flow of history. When you land on a yellow space, read it 

and collect a fragment as per any key date, then turn to the page indicated on the jump space. 

All players must follow you to that page. The player who triggered the jump takes another 

turn, starting from the large circle numbered with the page you came from. 

 

Progress through history, collecting fragments of wisdom and jumping forwards or 

backwards to distant times and places. 

 

To Win: The modern world is marked in three maps indicating the three key problems of the 

world: Community cohesiveness, Scientific progress and Environmental husbandry. Tussle 

with other players to arrive and progress through  the map you need to win the game. 



 

Prehistoric World – The Great Migrations 

100,000 

BC 

80,000 

BC 

100,000 BC Great Rift Valley, Africa 

The earliest modern humans, Homo 

sapiens sapiens, originate in East Africa 

around 100,000 BC. They co-exist with 

Neanderthal man for tens of thousands 

of years, but eventually survive as the 

sole human species. 

40,000 

BC 

40,000 BC 

Southeast Asia 

No one knows exactly 

when or by what route 

the first settlers reached 

Australia and New 

Guinea. What is certain 

is that they would have 

had to cross a stretch of 

open sea, probably from 

the island of Timor, 70 

km from the mainland. 

Start 

10,000 

BC 

60,000 

BC 

30,000 

BC 

15,000 

BC 

7,000 

BC 

80,000 BC Northeast Africa 

In the midst of the last Ice Age the new 

species of human begin to spread from 

Africa, replacing or interbreeding with 

existing hominid populations in Europe 

and Asia. These modern humans spread 

throughout the habitable world. 

1,000 

BC 

25,000 

BC 

30,000 BC Europe 

A carved ivory 

statuette, one of the 

world’s earliest 

figurines, is carved in a 

cave in Germany. By 

25,000 BC stylised 

female figurines are 

appearing throughout 

Europe, as well as 

painted caves and rock 

art. 

25,000 BC Eurasia 

Ice age conditions endure over much of 

Northern Eurasia, testing the ingenuity 

of the settlers: wood, bone, hide and 

antlers are all used to build shelters and 

new tools – bows and arrows, spear 

throwers and harpoons. 

7,000 BC South Asia 

The first south Asian farmers cultivate 

wheat and barley in the fertile highlands 

of northern India. There is a gradual 

transition from hunting to farming, 

primarily rice, to the south of the 

Ganges valley. 

10,000 BC West Asia 

The fertile floodplains of Mesopotamia 

permit settled agriculture, and become 

the crucible of an urban revolution. 

Uruk, the first city-state, evolves around 

3,500 BC. Early cities are built around a 

mud-brick temple complex. 
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5,000 

BC 

60,000 BC Northwest Africa 

As the glaciers melt and rainfall 

increases, arid areas become habitable. 

Hunter-gatherers move onto the pre-

desert Sahara, whose semi-arid 

grasslands support a variety of wildlife, 

including gazelles, giraffes and elephants. 

5,000 BC East Asia 

As farming villages 

become more 

prosperous, new skills 

are emerging. Farmers 

invent the potter’s wheel 

and by 3000 BC are 

making eggshell thin 

pottery vessels; 250 

years later they are 

raising silkworms and 

making silk. 

1,000 BC Polynesia 

Settlement of the Pacific 

occurs in two epic series 

of migrations. From 

about 2000 BC 

Austronesian peoples 

migrate in large, two-

hulled canoes to 

Melanesia, then from 

Samoa to New Zealand, 

Hawaii and Rapa Nui, or 

Easter Island. 

15,000 BC Northeast Eurasia 

At the end of the Ice Age, sea levels 

are rising, creating ocean barriers 

where once there had been land 

bridges. Seafood plays a very 

important part in the Asian diet, as an 

abundance of life proliferates in the 

new, warm seas. 
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3,500 

BC 

Sumer 

The earliest of all civilisations, Sumer, 

forms from a dozen city-states in 

southern Mesopotamia. In 2371 BC a 

centralised authority emerges under the 

first of a series of legendary conquerors: 

The God-King Sargon of Agade. 
Uruk 

Nineveh 

2,000 

BC 

Ur 

Sargon’s empire proves short-lived and 

collapses due to external invasions and 

internal strains, giving way to a new 

empire centred on Nineveh. But this too 

falls, and for centuries there is a 

kaleidoscope of shifting alliances. 

Babylon 

1,800 

BC 

Babylon 

Under a powerful King, Hammurabi, 

Babylon creates another empire that 

unites the whole of southern 

Mesopotamia, but once more it does not 

long survive the death of its founder. A 

long ‘dark age’ covers the region. 

Damascus 

900 

BC 

Assyria 

Assyria rises from the chaos of ancient 

Babylon, largely due to the wealth of 

the ‘fertile crescent’ of highlands north 

of Mesopotamia. The Assyrians rise and 

fall to civil war, only to rise again and 

conquer the region as far as Egypt. 
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3,100 

BC 

Old Kingdom Egypt 

Egypt emerges from the wealth of the 

Nile delta goldfields and the fertile 

flooding of the Nile. The pyramids are 

built from 2650, but by 2100 the Old 

Kingdom is divided between rival 

dynasties in upper and lower Egypt. 
2,000-

1000 

BC 

Middle and New Kingdom Egypt 

After a century of invasion and anarchy, 

a second period of Egyptian cultural 

achievement rises, but falls again due to 

famine and revolt. A third Kingdom 

expands victoriously into Palestine and 

Babylon, but fades in a long decline. 

1,200 

BC 

Exodus 

Old Testament prophets lead the refugee 

Hebrew people out of Egypt to Israel. 

Their descendant David defeats the 

Philistines, but his kingdom is absorbed 

by the Assyrian and Babylonian empires 

and his people are enslaved in Babylon. 

Babylonia 

Assyria falls before an alliance of her 

enemies, lead by the Babylonians. 

Under Nebuchadnezzar the Babylonian 

empire acquires most of the former 

provinces of Assyria, and Nineveh is 

sacked and abandoned forever. 

6,500-

1000 

BC 

Asia Minor 

Farming spreads from the Near East to 

Europe, along with copper working and 

the later alloys that produce Bronze. 

Around 1400 BC the Phoenicians 

develop an alphabet from the Sumerian 

cuneiform and carry it into Europe. 

Ancient Middle East – The First Civilizations 

550 

BC 

Persia 

Cyrus the great unites the Medes and 

Persians to overthrow the Babylonians 

and found the Persian Empire. Persia 

expands into Assyria, Asia Minor and 

Egypt, becoming the last and greatest of 

the ancient middle-eastern empires. 
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612 

BC 

Memphis 

Thebes 



 

Cnossus 

Mycenae 

Troy 

Athens 

Sparta 
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Early Europe 

The first European civilisation, the 

Minoan culture, is based on palaces 

decorated with colourful frescoes and 

the worship of aurochs, a species of 

great bull. Despite their wealth, within 

six centuries these cities are destroyed 

by invasions and natural disasters. 

2,000 

BC 

1,400 

BC 
Mycenae 

Ionian invaders adapt the Minoan 

culture, changing its written language to 

an early form of Greek. A number of 

independent naval kingdoms are united 

by continual warfare, trade in olive oil 

and a culture rich in ancient myth. 

1,250 

BC 

The Trojan War 

Mycenaean wars for the wealth of  

Asian kingdoms culminate in an epic 

siege and brutal battle at the Phoenician 

city of Troy. By 1,200 BC the main 

cities of Mycenae are themselves 

destroyed and a new dark age descends. 

2,500 

BC 

Arcadia 

Doric and Ionian peoples invade the 

Greek peninsula from the Caucasus 

mountains, introducing bronze weapons 

and a militarised society. Many ancient 

Greek myths reflect the conflicts of 

earlier and later cultural traditions. 

1,000 

BC 

The Etruscans 

An early Italian civilisation, the 

Etruscans, flourishes in the hilltop 

regions of Tuscany, its wealth based on 

rich ore deposits and recorded in 

evocative tomb paintings. Ultimately 

the Etruscans succumb to the new 

power emerging in Rome. 

Ancient Greece – History as Legend 

900 

BC 

Classical Greece 

After the fall of Mycenae, Greece 

dissolves into a mosaic of isolated 

chiefdoms. Eventually a new 

civilisation, rich in art and literature, 

emerges and develops new forms of 

civic life, including both democratic and 

totalitarian or “despot” city-states. 

Rome 
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1,000 

BC 

Carthage 

The Phoenicians, a Semitic people from 

the eastern Mediterranean coast, create 

a naval civilisation similar to the Greek, 

with far-flung cities around the 

Mediterranean. Their chief city, 

Carthage, becomes a great power that 

will eventually challenge Rome. 

800 

BC 

The Greek World 

An explosion of Greek influence leads 

to the foundation of new city-states all 

around the Mediterranean and Black sea 

coastlines.  In Asia, Greece confronts 

the power of Persia and is threatened by 

invasion, but is victorious in a series of 

savage land-sea battles including the 

still-famous battle of  Marathon. 

400 

BC 

The Peloponnesian War 

The great age of Greece, heralded by 

the repulsion of Persia, is soon disturbed 

by conflict between the leading 

democratic and despot states, Athens 

and Sparta. The war lasts about 25 

years, with victories on both sides, and 

culminates in the defeat of Athens. 

350 

BC 

Macedonia 

King Philip of Macedon forcibly re-

unites Greece and imposes the 

ambitious aim of invading Persia. 

Philip’s remarkably gifted son, 

Alexander, murders his father but 

assumes his ambitions of world empire. 

330 

BC 

Alexander the Great 

Alexander invades Persia with an Army 

of 35,000 Greeks and Macedonians, 

conquering the entire known world as 

far as India. His early death leads to the 

fragmentation of his empire, but his 

legacy lives on in the spread of Greek 

culture throughout the ancient world. 
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Carthage 



 

Ancient Rome – Republic to Empire 
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753 

BC 

Rome 

264 

BC 

First Punic War 

Rome comes into conflict with the 

Phoenicians over naval trade routes. A 

Roman army crosses into Sicily, 

winning a huge naval battle and 

destroying many Greek and Phoenician 

cities, but fails to capture the capital city 

of Carthage in North Africa. 

Carthage 

200 

BC 

238 

BC 

Second Punic War 

At the age of nine a Carthaginian noble, 

Hannibal, vows eternal hatred for Rome 

and joins his father in the conquest of 

Spain. By 219 Hannibal has risen to the 

rank of General, and leads his army to 

conquer the Roman outpost at 

Saguntum, triggering the second 

Roman-Phoenician war. 

218 

BC 

Hannibal 

Hannibal’s army of 40,000 men and 

elephants crosses the Alps into Italy, 

uniting Gallic tribes to war against the 

Romans; the war rages for the next 16 

years. Carthage gradually weakens and 

Hannibal is recalled to Africa, where he 

is defeated. Hannibal dies in exile. 

The Subjugation of Greece 

Macedonian and Seleucid empires 

succeed Alexander, but are riven by 

political differences that eventually  

lead to calls for assistance from Rome. 

Roman interventions, however, become 

wars of conquest that eventually re-cast 

Greece as subject of a greater empire. 

149 

BC 

Third Punic War 

Carthage continues as a rich commercial 

centre and, though only a minor power, 

is a source of irritation to Rome. A 

small breach of peace treaties incites the 

Romans to a third and final war, in 

which the city of Carthage is destroyed 

and its people sold into slavery. 

133 

BC 

Pergamum 

The collapse of the Macedonian and 

Seleucid empires of Greece fatally 

weakens the remaining Greek kingdoms 

of Asia Minor. The king of Pergamum 

inherits of a ring of alliances with Rome 

and completes the conquest by 

bequeathing his kingdom to the republic. 

52 

BC 

The Roman Civil Wars 

The Roman republic is unable to 

administer so many far-flung provinces, 

or even control the power of its armies, 

and collapses in a series of civil wars. 

Caesar’s nephew Octavius is ultimately 

victorious and assumes the title of 

Augustus, the first Roman Emperor. 

58 

BC 

The Conquest of Gaul 

Gaius Julius Caesar is appointed 

governor of the Gallic provinces, and 

over seven years he leads a series of  

wars that subdue the Gaulish people. 

This success entrenches Caesar’s power 

but creates a fatal enmity between the 

military and senatorial powers in Rome. 

55 

BC 

The Conquest of Britain 

Caesar invades Britain, but abandons it 

again within a year. A century later, the 

emperor Claudius I invades Britain to 

secure rich ore resources and boost his 

own military prestige. After the 

rebellion of Boudicca in 60AD, Britain 

becomes a model province of Rome. 
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Early Rome 

Rome is founded by Romulus on the 

lowest crossing of the river Tiber. 

Etruscan kings exploit this crossing for 

the salt trade, but are overthrown by 

their Italian subjects. The new republic 

defeats Latin, Greek and Gaulish 

invaders to win control of Italy. 

Roman Palestine and Egypt 

Rome suppresses the Hebrew and 

Semitic people of Palestine, establishing 

new cities and destroying old temples. 

Egypt, by now a Greek kingdom, is 

easily conquered and reduced to puppet 

status under the rule of Cleopatra, last 

queen of the old Ptolemaic empire. 



 

Classical Rome – Pax Romana to the Fall of Rome 
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Rome Constantinople 

31 

BC Imperial Rome 

On the defeat of Mark Antony, the first 

emperor Augustus establishes the 

Principate – a military and political 

system that defends and governs the 

empire for the next 300 years. Augustus 

allows the senate to take a share in 

government, so that in principle many 

republican forms survive in the Empire. 

50 

AD 

Pax Romana 

Throughout the vast roman world, peace  

prevails for over two centuries, enabling  

unprecedented advances in civilisation 

and the spread of religion. After 212 

AD all subjects of the empire have the 

status of Roman citizens, while in Rome 

itself there is sufficient social capital to 

provide for a daily handout to the poor. 

9 

AD 

Frontier Wars 

After a savage defeat by Germans, the 

Roman legions retreat to the Rhine and 

establish a long frontier which extends 

from the Danube to the Tigris rivers. 

Along land borders the Romans build 

fortified walls extending from Scotland 

to east Germany, and a system of 

garrisons as far as Palestine and Egypt. 

2 

BC 

Christianity and the Diaspora 

The teachings of Jesus Christ are 

suppressed by the established Jewish 

religion via the Roman governor 

Pontius Pilate, but spread rapidly as 

written gospels. Jewish revolts lead to 

the destruction of Jerusalem and the 

enslavement or expulsion of the Jews to 

the far corners of the Roman world. 

2 

BC 

Roman Mesopotamia and Armenia 

The empire reaches its greatest extent 

when the emperor Trajan extends the 

frontier to The Persian Gulf, Arabia and 

Armenia. The Parthian empire, a 

remnant of the Greek Seleucids long 

mingled with Persian peoples, soon 

reconquers Mesopotamia, and the later 

Sassanians recapture Armenia.  
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312 

AD 

117-500 

AD 

Roman Britain 

Britain is the ultimate frontier of Rome, 

its walls dividing the empire from the 

barbaric and largely unknown lands of 

Scotland and Ireland. The Roman peace 

lasts longest in Britain, despite occasional 

involvement in the wars of decline, and 

independent Roman kingdoms survive 

for centuries after the fall of the west. 

378 

AD 

370 

AD 

AD 
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In 486 the last Roman 

outposts in Gaul capitulated 

to the Frankish king Clovis I 

who was the first of the 

Merovingian dynasty of 

monarchs.1 

 

Christian Rome 

The emperor Constantine reunites the 

twin empires and adopts Christianity as 

state religion after his prayers bring him 

success. Constantine promotes tolerance 

for both pagan and Christian churches, 

establishing Constantinople as a new, 

eastern  capital and holy city. 

200 

AD 

The Decline 

Ordered, hereditary imperial dynasties 

begin to break down as real power falls to 

the army and their often corruptly 

appointed emperors. Civil wars between 

rival claimants become common, while 

frontier wars begin to fail as barbarian 

tribes unite. Economic problems such as 

runaway inflation weaken the empire. 

The Hun Invasion 

For poorly understood reasons, a 

nomadic Mongolian people, the Huns, 

invade eastern Europe and displace the 

Germanic peoples of the Roman 

frontier. Later invasions by Attila 

ravage both the Roman and Germanic 

peoples. Attila is defeated by a joint 

Roman-German army in one of the 

bloodiest battles of all ancient history. 

410-476 

AD 

The Germanic Migrations 

To escape the invading Huns the German 

people, the Goths, Vandals, Alans, Suevi, 

Franks, Allemanni and others, invade Roman 

territory, defeating its armies and settling in 

conquered lands. The invaders adopt Roman 

customs unevenly as they establish many 

separate and often hostile kingdoms. All 

races ultimately adopt the Christian religion 

and Latin as a written language.  

The Fall of Rome 

Rome, again divided into west and east 

empires, is unable to repel the Germanic 

invasions, and Rome itself is sacked by 

the Visigoth king Alaric. Short of 

troops, Rome peacefully settles some 

German tribes in exchange for military 

service. The last Roman emperor, 

Romulus Augustulus, dies in 476, and a 

German kingdom of Italy is established. 

The eastern empire at Constantinople 

survives with minor losses of territory. 

273 

AD 

The Empire Divided 

Reforms by Aurelian and Diocletian 

briefly restore civil order as it becomes 

increasingly apparent that a single ruler 

cannot govern the whole empire alone. 

Diocletian divides Rome into east and 

west empires, sharing power between 

himself and a joint Augustus, with two 

deputies (Caesars). Variations of joint 

leadership are tried by later emperors. 
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The Franks 

The last Roman outposts in Gaul capitulate 

to the Frankish king Clovis, whose sons and 

grandsons go on to defeat the Visigoths and 

other German tribes in Western Europe. This 

early Frankish kingdom is only slightly 

smaller than modern France, however  the 

Frankish custom calls for inheritance to be 

divided between sons, leading to a divided 

kingdom, and so the dynasty of Clovis fades. 

687 

AD 

Early Europe – The Dark Ages 

486 

AD 

Charlemagne, First Holy Roman Emperor 

A new Frankish dynasty arises under 

Charles Martel, a palace mayor. Martel and 

his son Pepin the Short defeat the Arab 

invasion of Europe and resume the French 

crown. Martel’s grandson, Charles the Great 

or Charlemagne, conquers the remaining 

German races including the Lombards in 

Italy and is crowned Emperor by the Pope. 

500-757 

AD 

Dark Age in Britain 

Britain, still largely a Roman society with 

deeper Celtic traditions, resists the invading 

Germanic Angles and Saxons, but in 616 

the last Briton king is defeated and a Saxon 

kingdom is founded in Northumbria. Seven 

independent kingdoms, all excluding the 

historically isolated Celtic lands of Scotland 

and Wales, emerge and are united under 

Offa, a Saxon ally of Charlemagne. 

711 

AD 

The Moorish Kingdoms 

Arab armies, and later armies of their subject 

people, cross the straits of Gibraltar and 

conquer the Visigothic kingdom in Spain. 

Although repulsed from Frankish lands, Arab 

and Saracen raids continue on all Christian 

states of the Mediterranean for the next 300 

years. The Spanish Emirate of Cordova rises 

to become one of the most civilised European 

states of the mediaeval period. 

409 

AD The Vandals 

The Vandals, a Visigothic tribe from northern 

Europe, conquer Roman Spain and North 

Africa. Their navy rules the western 

Mediterranean, looting Rome itself 

immediately after the death of the last 

Emperor. Soon after this the vandals go into 

decline and are destroyed by the Byzantine 

reconquest, while a Visigothic kingdom 

emerges in Spain. 

476 

AD 

The Ostrogoths 

The most powerful of the Germanic 

kingdoms founded on the fall of Rome is 

that of Theodoric, leader of the Ostrogoths. 

The Ostrogoth court is in Ravenna , while 

the senate and the Catholic church, headed 

by the Pope, still preside in Rome. 

Theodoric’s efforts to recreate a Western 

Empire fail, and his kingdom falls first to 

Byzantium and then the Lombards. 

533 

AD 

The Byzantine Reconquest 

The East Roman, or Byzantine Emperor 

Justinian launches a campaign to recapture 

the Western Roman provinces and is for a 

time successful, conquering North Africa 

and parts of Italy. The Lombards, once held 

back by the Ostrogothic kingdom, now 

invade Italy and force Justinian’s successors 

to retreat, while Slavs attack Byzantium’s 

provinces in the Balkans and Greece. 

568 

AD 

The Lombards 

A Germanic tribe of the Hungarian plain is 

displaced by the Avar invasion and moves 

southward, following in the footsteps of  

the Ostrogothic conquest of Italy. On the 

death of the Ostrogothic king and the 

conquest of his kingdom by Byzantium, the 

Lombards advance into Italy and defeat the 

Byzantine reconquest, establishing their 

own kingdom in the old Roman heartland. 
550 

AD 

The Avars 

Displaced by the continuing disruption of the 

Hun invasions, a second wave of invaders 

from the Eurasian grasslands, the Juan Juan 

or Avars, stream westward to invade Europe. 

The Avars displace eastern German tribes 

and Slavs, who in turn migrate into the 

Balkan peninsula and Italy. The Avars settle 

north of the Danube and in time command 

one of the largest kingdoms in Europe. 

570 

AD 

The Rise of Islam 

Arab armies storm through the Holy Land 

and North Africa, capturing large areas from 

the Byzantine empire and Germanic 

kingdoms. Constantinople is besieged twice, 

once for over five years, and Byzantine 

territory shrinks until only the heartland 

around the capital Constantinople on the 

Greek and Turkish peninsulas remains. 
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The Middle Ages – Invasions and Crusades 

The Moorish Kingdoms 

Arab armies, and later armies of their subject 

people, cross the straits of Gibraltar and 

conquer the Visigothic kingdom in Spain. 

Although repulsed from Frankish lands, Arab 

and Saracen raids continue on all Christian 

states of the Mediterranean for the next 300 

years. The Spanish Emirate of Cordova rises 

to become one of the most civilised European 

states of the mediaeval period. 
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814 

AD 

Germany, France and Italy 

At the height of Charlemagne’s empire, 

Frankish custom again calls for the division of 

the royal inheritance. By 870 this process has 

produced three distinct kingdoms, related by 

blood and broadly recognisable as the 

precursors of France, Germany and Italy. 

Division weakens the empire and is exploited 

by three new groups of invaders, the 

Normans, Saracens and Magyars. 

793-860 

AD 

The Norman Invasions 

The Vikings, a nation of fierce sea-going 

adventurers, raid the European coastline from 

Ireland to Italy and establish new kingdoms in 

many areas. Their expansion continues across 

the Atlantic to Greenland and (briefly) North 

America. The Vikings raid Constantinople by 

traversing the rivers between the Baltic and 

Black seas, and in doing so they open eastern 

Europe and establish the kingdom of Rus. 

899-955 

AD 

The Magyars 

A third wave of invaders from the steppes of 

Eurasia, the Magyars, establish powerful 

kingdoms in Hungary and raid the whole of 

Europe.  

711 

AD 
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World War I 
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